
 

 

 

 

PRESS RELEASE 

 

 

New contract for full-service catering 

 

Siemens AG commissions Klüh with staff catering  

 
Düsseldorf, 23.05.2024 – Starting immediately, the catering division of the multi-service provider Klüh is taking 

over the catering provision for Siemens AG at two locations in Bad Neustadt a.d. Saale. Prior to this, Klüh 

Catering was able to hold its own against other contenders in a new public tender with a contemporary offer 

including an individual fresh food concept. 

“We are delighted by the commission from Siemens AG and also see this as confirmation of our competence as a 

quality provider with a high standard of customer-specific food concepts, which we develop in discussions and 

on-site visits”, explains Thorsten Greth, Managing Director of Klüh Catering. 

The services to be provided by Klüh Catering cover breakfast, lunch and snacks as well as catering for 

conferences and special events. The diners will enjoy a high-quality gastronomic experience with an extensive 

range of dishes, placing great emphasis on fresh products and attractive presentation. Soups, a salad bar and 

coffee specialities round off the culinary offerings. 

Varying cuisine with regional classics and international specialities adds a breath of fresh air to the two company 

restaurants. In addition, the employees have the option of putting together their own meal from a variety of 

components and side dishes. From summer 2024, the range is meant to be supplemented by smart fridges that 

offer employees in the late, night and weekend shifts freshly prepared meals in reusable containers that can be 

heated in the microwave. Alongside hot meals, there are filled rolls, sweet pastries, cakes and a variety of other 

treats available in the snack service and in the smart fridges. With regard to purchasing, Klüh Catering focuses 

primarily on cooperation with suppliers from the region as part of its sustainability strategy. 

 

 

About Klüh: 

With over 30 years of experience, the sector champion not only offers catering for employees, but also for 

patients, senior citizens and travellers, and is the undisputed number 1 contract caterer in Germany in the area of 

care catering (study gvpraxis 05/2023). Klüh Catering is part of Klüh Service Management GmbH, an 

internationally operating multi-service provider from Düsseldorf. Founded in 1911, the family-run company has 

decades of experience in the area of infrastructural services. The divisions Cleaning, Catering, Clinic Service, 

Security, Personnel Service, Airport Service and Integrated Services offer both individual services as well as 

multiservice concepts. With over 58,000 employees in seven nations, the company generates sales of more than 

1 billion Euros (2023). For further information see www.klueh.de. 
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